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1 Introduction

This technical report is focused on designing an enhanced and unified interface for data
access. Based on the requirements of the scientific community we have selected the
following two objectives as priorities for our design. First, our interface should offer
support to legacy applications. Second, it should offer a rich enough syntax a functionality,
in order to support the development of future data-intensive applications for HEC systems.
Both of these objectives are currently solved by existing solutions, but independently.
However, the real challenge is to cover both objectives at the same time, supporting
legacy applications while offering a rich interface for future developments.

2 Hercules user-level library

As part of the design of the Hercules in-memory generic I/O architecture, we have focused
our efforts on offering enhanced and unified I/O interfaces. As detailed in the technical
report E2.2, the architecture is divided in a user-level library and back-end servers. This
section explains in detail the behavior of the new interface and the differences with
classical I/O interfaces.

2.1 User-level data access library

Applications use the client library to access data across the Hercules hierarchy. The
layered design provides an interface designed for providing wide compatibility with as
many types of applications as possible, from legacy HPC applications to future ultrascale
data analysis software. The general-purpose interface (labeled as “Hercules Library”)
manages the mapping of file I/O operations into key-value pair requests (more details in
Section 2.2).

We provide interfaces for different data access paradigms in order to make our solution
as generic as possible. As shown in Figure 2.1, applications can perform I/O operations
over files stored in our proposed solution using some of the most popular data access APIs.
In addition to the put/get interface provided by default in the key-value access library
(which can be changed depending on the distributed key-value store used), a POSIX-like
and a MPI-IO interface are available at user-level. These interfaces are especially useful
for legacy applications. However, the combination of them can also provide enough
flexibility for any future application. Furthermore, the layered design approach facilitates
the creation of customized APIs on top of Hercules by advanced users. These customized
APIs can be designed and implemented for supporting special data access requirements.

Every request received by the POSIX-like interface is forwarded to the put/get ab-
straction layer, where the file mapping mechanisms, convert file-oriented accesses into
put/get operations. These put/get operations are sent to the back-end servers using
existing put/get client libraries, such as libMemcached or Redis client library, depending
on the deployed back-end components. These libraries have been modified in order to
implement advanced data placement mechanisms detailed in the Technical Report E4.3.
Applications are also able to directly use these libraries in order to deal with key-value
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Figure 2.1: Our solution provides different interfaces for I/O operations and file accesses.
The design is layered, providing more services on top of each layer.

items. This approach increases the flexibility and portability of our proposed architecture
by supporting applications that 1) provide APIs for well-know NoSQL data bases and 2)
take advantage of NoSQL-based data accesses for their regular execution process.

2.2 File mapping

The POSIX and the put/get abstraction layers work together to map file blocks into
key-value pairs. Figure 2.2 shows the transformation of a file into a collection of key-value
pairs. First, we create a metadata key-value pair. The key is based on the file name. The
value stores the metadata associated with the file. Metadata blocks contain a unique
identifier of the file and its size among other common metadata fields. This file identifier
is generated during the creation of the file, by applying a SHA-512 hash over the file name
[2]. This approach guarantees that every identifier has the same length, and provides a
good distribution of keys over the global key space. Each data block is stored using a
key-value pair. In this case, the key can be calculated with the file identifier and block
offset (exact format is > ID > offset), and the value stores the raw data block.
In order to calculate the destination back-end node, the user-level put/get library

calculates the target server using the key completely at client-side. The process starts
by applying a MD5 hash function to the key (file name in case of metadata blocks
and > ID > offset in case of data blocks). Following, the server is selected by ap-
plying a modulo function over the key, based on the number of available back-end
servers, in a round-robin fashion. In summary, destination server ID is calculated as
MD5(key)%num_servers. These calculations do not suppose a great overhead, given
that primitives such as the MD5 and SHA hash functions are commonly used in the
energy-restricted mobile community. In our case, two calculations are needed, file hash
(one-time SHA to calculate file ID during the creation of the file) and key hash (MD5) per
block access. Both hashes are performed over small keys (around 250 bytes) simplifying
the calculation.
It is important to highlight that, unlike in typical file systems, where it is necessary

to store pointers to data blocks, in our solution the keys required to access them can be
calculated on demand per file and completely at client side, in a similar way to the ones
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Figure 2.2: File description detail. A file is composed by one item that contains the
metadata and several items storing the data blocks associated with this file.
Data blocks are accessible by the ID metadata field, stored in the metadata
block.

proposed in Ceph [3] and Expand [1]. This approach avoids the necessity of storing and
managing complex lists of metadata items per file, leading to efficient storage usage for
metadata items, which is especially important given the scarcity of memory resources.
Metadata size is always one block per file, independently of the block size configuration
and the file size. Hercules minimizes the metadata requests for the location of a particular
data block, and it is capable of treating equally data and metadata blocks as key-value
items, fully distributing them among all the available I/O nodes. The fully distribution
of metadata blocks instead of the use of a centralized metadata server in combination
with the client-side data placement calculations, reduce possible bottlenecks produced by
heavy metadata accesses.

It is also possible to specify different sets of data and metadata servers. This approach
is usually disabled in order to take advantage of all the available I/O nodes. However,
this alternative can be useful for specific scenarios, e.g. scenarios with high pressure over
metadata accesses where dedicated metadata servers can reduce the load in data servers,
favoring the performance over data block accesses.

2.2.1 Algorithms and message passing protocol

In order to clarify the process of creating and accessing data using the Hercules library,
we present detailed explanations of how a file is created and how a read/write operation is
performed, including the algorithms and sequence diagrams with the detailed interaction
of the different components of our system.

File creation Algorithm 1 shows the steps needed for the creation of a file. If the user
wants to create a new file named “File1”’, line 2 initializes the key as “File1” and line 5
checks if a metadata block for this file already exists, requesting the value associated with
the key “File1”. In case of error (key not found), a new ID for this file is generated using
the unique information about the file (file name, domain, etc.) and applying a SHA-512
function over it (line 7). Metadata are initialized in lines 8-9 (file size, time stamps,
permissions, etc.). Finally the new metadata block (value) is stored in the corresponding
I/O node (lines 10-12). For this task, the MD5 hash function is applied to the key (line
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Algorithm 1 Simplified algorithm for file creation. This process includes ID generation,
metadata placement, and server communication. In the comments, hints about the results
of some functions can be found for an example where the user creates a file called File1.
1: function create_file(file_name)
2: key ← file_name . key=“File1”
3: key_hash←MD5(key) . MD5(File1)=4ac...a9
4: server_id← key_hash mod num_servers . server_id=1
5: if value not found then
6: ID ← SHA512(file_name, domain, ...) . ID=SHA512(info)
7: metadata← init_file_metadata(ID)
8: value← metadata
9: key_hash←MD5(key) . MD5(File1)=4ac...a9

10: server_id← key_hash mod num_servers . server_id=1
11: PUT (key, value, server_id) . Metadata stored in server 1
12: fd← init_free_file_descriptor(value)
13: return fd

10), then the corresponding server is selected by applying a modulo function with the
number of available I/O servers over the hashed key (line 11), and, as last step in line 12,
both the key and the value are transferred to the selected I/O node using the client library
of the key-value solution used (libMemcached, redis, etc.). This process is completely
deterministic and can be fully calculated at client side: the MD5 hash of the file name
is always the same and the modulo function will always return the same server_id for
the same list of servers (initialized at the beginning of the application consistently for
every client). The last part of the algorithm, lines 14-15, corresponds with the creation of
a new entry in the file descriptors table with the information about the file (file name,
offset, etc.) and the return to the user of the file descriptor. During this last part of
the algorithm, metadata information can be cached in order to minimize the metadata
requests in further read/write operations over the file.
Figure 2.3 shows the protocol associated with an example of file creation in Hercules

using our POSIX-like interface. When a file is created, first the Hercules library/front-end
requests an item with the file name through the put/get abstraction layer. If this item
does not exist, the file metadata object is created as a new item in the target back-end
server, responsible of storing the metadata block. As shown, the back-end N0 node is
in charge of storing metadata while back-end N1 is not evolved. Then, the Hercules
library assigns a file descriptor to this file. It is important to note that Hercules can
isolate metadata by configuring the library to use dedicated back-ends or a dedicated
Hercules level for storing persistent metadata. Both sequence diagram examples are based
on an scenario with Memcached back-ends deployed, hence the apparition of GET/SET
commands instead of the GET/PUT operations present in the algorithms, and the specific
fields used on each GET/SET command.
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client Hercules library put/get library back-end N0

open("filename")
get("filename")

GET filename

NOT FOUND
error

set("filename", metadata(ID))

generate metadata and ID

SET filename, length, metadata

STOREDsuccess
file descriptor (fd)

close(fd)

back-end N1

Figure 2.3: Message passing protocol for file creation. Notice that the file creation only
involves a single back-end server, which is in charge of storing the metadata
of this file.

Algorithm 2 Simplified algorithm for write operations over an existing file. This
algorithm shows a simple write operation where the data content to write exactly matches
a data block (both in data size and data offset). In the comments, hints about the results
of some functions can be found for an example where the user perform the first write over
the previously created file File1.
1: function write(fd, buffer, size)
2: file_name← fd_table[fd].file_name . file_name=“File1”
3: key ← file_name . key=“File1”
4: key_hash←MD5(key) . MD5(File1)=4ac...a9
5: server_id← key_hash mod num_servers . server_id=1
6: metadata← GET (key, server_id) . could be cached
7: block_offset← calculate_block_offset(fd) . block_offset=0
8: key ← generate_key(metadata.ID, block_offset) . key=“ID>0”
9: value← buffer

10: key_hash←MD5(key) . MD5(ID>0)=5b...7a
11: server_id← key_hash mod num_servers . server_id=3
12: PUT (key, value, server_id) . Data block stored in server 3
13: update metadata . Update cached if available
14: PUT (metadata) . Only if necessary (lazy update)
15: return size
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Read/Write operations Algorithm 2 shows a simplified version of the algorithm
used to perform a write operation in Hercules. This version assumes a simple write
operation where the data buffer contents exactly matches a data block (both in data
size and data offset). More complex scenarios require multi-block writes or even read
operations for partial writes (read original data item, modify the affected part, and write
the whole data item). In the algorithm, the write operation receives the file descriptor,
data itself, and the size of the data, resulting in a POSIX-compliant call. Using the file
descriptor, the file name can be easily obtained, and based on the file name, the metadata
can be obtained from the corresponding I/O node (lines 2-6) or it can be obtained from
the entry associated with the file descriptor if it was previously cached. The next step
consists of calculating the key associated with the data that will be written (lines 7-8).
For this step, it is required to know the file ID (available in the metadata of the file) and
the block offset (which can be calculated based on the current offset of the file). In the
case of the first write performed over the previously created file, named “File1”, the offset
will be 0, resulting in a key with the format: “ID > 0”. The process for transferring the
data to the I/O node is similar to the previously explained during the file creation. The
key is hashed (line 10), then the server_id is calculated based on this hashed key (line
11), and, finally, the data contents are written to the corresponding Hercules I/O server
(line 12). The last steps of this algorithm include a simplified view of the metadata update.
Metadata update is a lazy process, performed only when strictly necessary: metadata
are always updated when the file size changes but any minor changes (e.g. time stamps)
are delayed until the close of the file. This PUT operation (line 14) is simplified and
should require the modulo function applied over the hash of the key for calculating the
corresponding I/O node.

Based on the nature of most of the existing data-intensive applications and workflows,
we have limited the concurrency for performing modifications to one process per file.
Consistency is solved in a per-session basis, requiring to close the file before the changes
are consistent for any other process. However, any number of read-only sessions can be
maintained concurrently if no modifications are performed over the file.

An example of the read/write operation protocol is shown in Figure 2.4. In case of write
accesses, clients open the file obtaining a file descriptor. A write operation is mapped
into two consecutive SET (put) calls of the put/get library (e.g. libMemcached). One
write request of 6,000 bytes is translated into two requests of 4,096 bytes each, assuming a
block size of this length. We highlight that the block size configuration can affect transfer
overheads. Then, the put/get library directs requests to the targeted back-end nodes.
Finally, the Hercules library updates the file metadata (file length and last modified
timestamp) only if strictly necessary, saving round-trip operations. This approach can
be seen as a lazy update mechanism for metadata. In any case, metadata are updated
on close whenever it has been modified and not updated since the opening, assuring
consistency between sessions. Other file operations, such as lseek, do not involve message
exchange with the back-ends (lseek modifies the file pointer offset stored in the client
side).
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client Hercules library put/get library back-end N0

open("filename")
get("filename") GET filename

metadata, lengthmetadata(ID)
file descriptor (fd)

write(fd, buffer, 6000)
set("ID>0",data0,4096)

set("ID>1",data1,4096*)

set("filename",meta_update)

SET ID>0, 4096, data0

SET filename, length, update

STORED

successsuccess (6000)

lseek(fd, 0, SEEK_SET)

read(fd, buffer, 6000) get("ID>0")

get("ID>1")

GET ID>0

data0, 4096

success
success (buffer, 6000)

back-end N1

SET ID>1, 4096, data1

GET ID>1

data1, 4096

Figure 2.4: Message passing protocol for reading and writing a file. The Hercules library
and the put/get abstraction layer work together to translate POSIX calls to
put/get primitives. In this case, the file data are distributed among all the
Hercules back-end servers (N0 and N1).

2.2.2 Data distribution analysis

As exposed in Section 2.2, the file mapping of our proposed solution completely depends on
three main factors: the file name (for metadata items), a unique identifier (ID) generated
by the SHA-512 hashing algorithm (for data items), and especially, the MD5 hashing
algorithm. Every item is mapped generating a key (file name or ID based on SHA-512),
applying MD5 hashing to the key, and calculating a modulo function with the number of
available servers. Thus, independently of the key selected, it is always hashed applying
the MD5 algorithm.

In order to verify the data distribution of our proposed solution, we have evaluated the
quality of the data distribution in our final prototype. The objective of this evaluation
is to discard any possible bias introduced during the design or implementation of the
solution. On the one hand, during the design phase, flaws can be introduced in the
selection of the keys that identify data and metadata items. Technically, the MD5 hash
should evenly distribute any key, independently of its randomness. Even keys with just
one bit of difference should generate completely different hashes. However, our keys are
generated with a very specific pattern. In case of problems in the combination of this
pattern and the application of the MD5 function, data distribution flaws could arise. On
the other hand, our solution relies on the current implementation of libMemcached. Thus,
any bug in the MD5 algorithm implementation, the modulo function, or any other bug in
our code could lead to flaws in the item distribution capabilities.

We have designed a benchmark that reproduces different data patterns with the aim of
evaluating the quality of the data distribution scheme. Two different characteristics of
the data patterns are evaluated. First, our benchmark evaluates datasets with different
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Figure 2.5: Analysis of the items distribution in the default file mapping technique for
different data access patterns using sequential file names. The study includes
data and metadata items distribution for configurations with 2 to 256 Hercules
I/O nodes.

file sizes. Three different configurations are evaluated, every of them containing 256 GB
of raw data: big files consisting of 1 file containing 256 GB of data, medium size files
consisting of 2,048 files containing 128 MB of data, and small files consisting of 524,288
files containing 512 KB of data. The selected block size is 512 KB, resulting in 524,288
data items for every studied case, while the number of metadata items equals the number
of generated files (one metadata item per file). Second, the benchmark evaluates different
file name schemes. Given the fact that file names are user-generated, our solution should
ensure the quality of data distributions independently of the file names chosen by the
end-users. Two cases were studied, sequential file names (“file0”, “file1”, “file2”, etc.) and
random file names, containing 32 random alphanumeric characters ([a− zA− Z0− 9.]).

Figures 2.5 and 2.6 plot the data distribution presented in different Hercules configura-
tions (2 to 256 I/O nodes), creating files with the three file sizes previously presented
(big, medium, and small file sizes). Sequential and random file names were evaluated, in
Figures 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. The measure selected as quality of the data distribution
is the standard error. We have considered the standard deviation as not informative
enough, because it greatly depends on the number of items created, while the standard
error is normalized taking into account the number of items. Based on the different
processes followed to generate the keys identifying data and metadata items, we have
evaluated both distributions independently.
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 present similar trends. The quality of the distribution improves

in the cases with a greater number of I/O nodes available. This improvement is due
to the fact that, in the cases with a small number of I/O nodes deployed, imbalance in
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Figure 2.6: Analysis of the items distribution in the default file mapping technique for
different data access patterns using random file names. The study includes
data and metadata items distribution for configurations with 2 to 256 Hercules
I/O nodes.

one I/O node directly affects the other nodes, i.e. in a case with 100 items distributed
among two I/O nodes, perfect load balance should result in a 50/50 distribution. However,
a load imbalance of +25 items in one node (storing 75 items) directly implies a load
imbalance of -25 in the other end (storing the 25 items left), resulting in 50 items difference
(25/75). However, an exceptional load imbalance occurred in a case with tens of I/O
nodes deployed, can be compensated by a better balance of the rest of the nodes. Anyway,
both figures show low levels of error in all cases, always below 1.0 and frequently below
0.4, which is translated in the worst cases in a maximum deviation, between the node
with more items and the node with less items, of ≈ 0.2% in the case of data items and
≈ 4.70% for metadata items (≈ 2% for random file names).

3 Conclusions

This technical report covers the design of an enhanced and unified I/O interface supporting
both legacy applications and future developments at the same time. On the one hand,
the support for legacy applications have been covered by interfaces fully compatible with
some of the most popular APIs in scientific applications (e.g. POSIX and MPI-IO).

On the other hand, our proposal also offers rich options for the development of future
applications through a layered design. The user can access directly to any of the offered
layers, while being benefited by the functionality offered by any of the layers situated
under the utilized one. Additionally, the users can easily implement their own rich
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interfaces on top of any of the existing ones.
Finally, this report covers design details of the internal mechanisms necessary to offer

file abstractions to the users, including algorithms, flow diagrams, and data distribution
analysis.
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